Chapter: 3128
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Several investors signaled to each other, at least on the first impression,
it was more brilliant.
Then An Yue reported the role she was going to audition for todayPrincess Minmin.
The judges, including the director, unanimously cast their attention. I
heard the director keep introducing that director Wu Fang
recommended a Miss An, which is very good. Now it seems that it is
indeed the case.
An Yue was very satisfied with the response from the judges. Those
judges and investors had written their affirmations on their faces, so
she was even more proud of just choosing An Yue.
After a while, seeing that An Yue was speechless, Director Qin said,
“Let’s audition first.”
This girl, her first impression is quite good, and the rare investors are
also pertinent.
An Yue was a little confused when she heard the direct audition. The
previous publicity was just standing on the stage at most. This was the
first time for a serious audition.
But fortunately, she can’t be beaten. I also watched Princess Minmin’s
role a little before. Isn’t it just to play a charming princess, and this kind
of thing is her specialty.
Just do what she says. Although there is no one on the opposite side,
An Yue plays it out naturally, and even improvises the script: “Brother
Prince, do you want me or her?” An Yue drew her finger in the air, Her
voice was so delicate that it dripped with water, and she had a
coquettish expression on her face.
After watching this scene, except for a fat middle-aged uncle who
showed an admiring expression, the other judges were all petrified, and
Director Qin’s face was so gloomy that water could even drip.
What kind of trouble is this?
The judges stared at An Yue, what they wanted was a princess of a big
country who was both the prince of the enemy and her sweetheart, but
not a little daughter!
“Miss An, please interpret the script on the next page.”
It can be seen that Director Qin is trying his best to restrain his
emotions, which is still polite.
“Oh, okay.” An Yue thought that this scene was over, and happily
switched to the next scene.
A trace of emotion brewed, “Brother Prince, do you really want this
princess?”
Not surprisingly, without even waiting for An Yue’s audition to end,
Director Qin immediately stopped: “Miss An, right? You can go back
and wait for the notification. The specific information will be notified
to your agent within three days.”
An Yue has no self-awareness, but feels that her performance just now
was very hard, and the character interpretation was very good. When
she came out, she was simply determined to win the role of Princess
Minmin.
The performance of the infield is An Ning is unknown, but I feel that
An Yue will come out soon.
With a face full of pride: “I want the role of Princess Minmin, sister,
don’t bother.”
An Ning didn’t answer, and read the script in his hand carefully again
to make sure there was nothing wrong, and just heard his own name.
“An Ning on the 37th, Shengtian Entertainment.” An Ning closed the
script in his hand and got up.
“Sister, you have to work hard. If you succeed, you can use it as a
background board for me.” An Yue deliberately emphasized behind
her, as if she was afraid that others would not know. come over.
“This is?”
As soon as he entered, An Ning was dumbfounded. A row of directors,
producers, investors, and investors sat in a row, with gloomy faces,
which made An Ning suspect that he had entered the wrong place.
“My name is An Ning, and today’s audition role is Min Min.”
Following An Ning’s words, she clearly heard a few gasps. Until now,
the second female and third female are basically settled, but the role of
Princess Minmin is really mind-blowing, especially It was after An Yue
just now.
For a thankless character, in the eyes of investors, it is enough to find
someone who has a little topic and traffic, but the director is very
demanding, and he is not satisfied with this one, and he is not satisfied
with the other. He knows this.
“Miss An? I don’t know what is the relationship between Miss An and
Miss An Yue just now?”

